2001 kawasaki bayou

The Kawasaki Bayou is one of the most common all-terrain vehicles on off-road trails that is
geared toward novice riders and families. Its bore measures 2. It features a relatively high 9. It
also features a recoil backup as a starting system. The clutch is an automatic wet multidisc
model with power delivered to the wheels via a five-speed transmission, according to ATV
Source. The steel frame supports a front suspension with single A-arms and twin shock
absorbers, with the rear suspension a Quad-Link system with two shocks. Front wheel travel is
4. Front and rear brakes are drums. Ground clearance is 6. It weighs lbs. Its fuel tank can carry
2. The Kawasaki Bayou is not the fastest ATV on the market, but one reason the Bayou has kept
its price low is the lack of amenities. There is an auxiliary lighting terminal inside the front cover
of the ATV and electrical accessory terminals under the seat. The instrument cluster atop the
fuel tank features a fuel gauge, but not much else. There are no speedometer, odometer,
hourmeter, tripmeter, high-beam indication or high-temperature light. The Bayou comes in two
colors: hunter green and firecracker red. The front A-arm, twin shock and rear Quad-Link
twin-shock suspension system is not a true fully independent system, but it allows for a
comfortable ride over rough terrain without employing a complex and expensive, fully
independent suspension system. The ATV features front and rear steel cargo racks. The ATV is
rider-friendly with a limited adjustable throttle to help novices practice their riding skills without
twisting the throttle too far and losing control of the vehicle. Rob Wagner is a journalist with
over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience
ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Kawasaki Bayou Specs by Rob
Wagner. Basics The Kawasaki Bayou is not the fastest ATV on the market, but one reason the
Bayou has kept its price low is the lack of amenities. Features The front A-arm, twin shock and
rear Quad-Link twin-shock suspension system is not a true fully independent system, but it
allows for a comfortable ride over rough terrain without employing a complex and expensive,
fully independent suspension system. No sign of excessive wear or damage. Functions as
should. Same day shipping on all items bought before 10 am EST. Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information good-times-roll Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Machias, Maine, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Tue. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab
include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Interstate Cycle Salvage. Visit
my eBay store. Search Store. Honda ATC S. ATV Parts. Dirtbike Parts. Please review photos
carefully and completely before purchase. Please read our return policy below carefully. Our
policy is strict to protect our valued customers as well as ourselves. We at Interstate Cycle
Salvage strive to describe our items as accurately and detailed as possible. Please do not
hesitate to ask us questions before your purchase. We depend on your feedback and loyalty so
we can continue to deliver you both the service and items that you depend on at a fair price.
Items that do not reflect free shipping are eligible for a combined discount rate. If your items

qualify, please send a invoice request before payment, and an adjusted invoice will be sent.
Returns that meet these criteria are only eligible if returned within 14 days following purchase.
Return shipping will be at buyers expense. Any free ship item will have the shipping cost that
was initially paid by us deducted from return balance. Items that were damaged during
shipment must remain in box if possible, if not box must be kept in tact so it can be reviewed by
shippers insurance adjuster. Please contact us right away so the process can begin. All
international sales are final; returns will not be accepted. If there are any concerns with your
purchase it would be my hope that you would contact me before leaving neutral or negative
feedback. Here at Interstate Cycle Salvage, like you, we are human beings who make mistakes.
When mistakes are made we are eager to resolve them as quickly, reasonably, and
diplomatically as possible. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller
has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Registration
is fast and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles and content. I
replaces the spark plug and the ignition coil but still no spark. Can somebody tell me what to do
to fix this. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
insert images from URL. Not a member? Kawasaki ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in with
Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Reply to this topic
Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Bubbashady5 0 Posted February 3, Posted February 3,
Link to post Share on other sites. Admin Posted February 4, Posted February 4, Added ATV
information to topic title. Frank Angerano Posted February 4, Hey bubba welcome to Quadcrazy.
Did this just happen? Has the bike been siting, hey wet? Join the conversation You can post
now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic
listing. Similar Tagged Content. I have a 99 Quadrunner. It would run for 5 minutes, then shut
off. After it cooled down about minutes, it would start again. Any assistance would be helpful. I
have worked about 4 weeks on my Griz and have burnt 2 CDIs up! I added a wire harness and
stator and It starts but runs erratically like spark timing is off! Anybody have one? I have been
trying to get my Griz running right for 3 weeks! Grandsons used it and it quit running , no spark!
New stator etc and started but ran terrible! Found a burnt capacitor on cdi. Installed used cdi
and burnt it also but ran same as other cdi. Came to conclusion wire harness had short so
stripped it and found some bad spots fixed and another cdi ran terrible again! Bought another
harness and same rough running! When timing is on tdc marks it has no power! The stator is
new but I am wondering if the pickup coil is triggering incorrectly? Also had top end apart when
I first started having trouble and although rings were good I installed new rings. Also new
timing chain and check the valves , they were good also. It kind of seems to boil down to the
last stator I installed new? I have done trouble shooting on quite a few cars , trucks , dirt bikes
and ATVs but this is frustrating me! Just wondering if anyone has any ideas? Carb was new last
yr and I checked it! After testing all coils , valve lash , compression psi and all tested ok I
bought a used cdi. It started but It is very unresponsive on throttle and acts like it is running in 2
Different spark timing! With slight throttle it will take off good but instantly go into a very
different running mode with no power like timing very retarded but it will switch back to running
good for short period then bad again! Since I replaced the stator and it started I then decided to
install the cdi I replaced and it did the same thing! Also I noticed the Used cdi I Took off had a
capacitor that had swelled and extruded from the back of the cdi. I had always heard and I
believed that when these CDIs go bad they machine will quit and will not run. Is that true?
Checked with timing light and it does fluctuate on idle! I am thinking I have 2 bad CDIs. I also
switched the trigger Coil wires and would not start then. Man , this thing ran good before and I
am confused! Video below may help! I already replaced the ignition coil I don't know much
about four wheelers but I am a technician so I do know my way around a motor any electrical
help would be wonderful or specs I don't have the best digital multimeter either. Kawasaki

Bayou - No Spark. I m told left side of frame , lower, nr. Winch attachment on 94 Kawasaki KFL I
was going to attempt to attach a winch but seem to have a problem do to the frame
configuration. Any ideas or suggestions from past experiences? Doubt Rear hand brake and
Reverse function Restoration bayou in Brasil. Hello, I am restoring a bayou here in Brazil, I have
a question regarding the rear brake activated by the lever on the left side. The ex-owner
connected it in place of the reverse cable and as this is incorrect, could someone show me
through pictures where I correctly connect the rear brake cable? Another thing, every time you
reverse, is it necessary to activate the reverse key? Bayou Top end rebuild: NO start. Could be
timing? Hey there all, First off thanks for the board. My Bayou has survived 3 teenagers and is
on its 4th now. Now that I have it all back together, it fails to start. I've pulled the starter rope
until my arm is tired. So I will be as detailed as possible and hopefully get some help.
Completed: -New Head gasket -New Valve seals -New piston standard -New rings standard -All
new seals -Cleaned up head and valves didn't do any resurfacing, as it all cleaned up pretty
easy -All torqued to spec -Piston ring gaps all checked out -Valve clearances Intake:. Not too
tight, not too loose. Will NOT from carb and or intake valve. Here are my questions and
concerns: -I didn't realize dummy me that there are 2 TDC's. How do I know if I'm on the right
one? I just aligned the cam gear dimple with the cam and put it in. No alignment. Thanks ahead
of time. No registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up. Make Kawasaki. Model Bayou
There will be more pictures available upon request. We also offer great financing terms for
qualifying credit. Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile. Features
include steel front and rear cargo racks, a tank-mounted fuel gauge and electric start. And like
all Kawasaki ATVs, it has an adjustable throttle limiter to help new riders develop their riding
skills at a comfortable level. Great shape. Barely used. Garage kept. Could use a new battery.
Other features include steel front and rear cargo racks, a tank-mounted fuel gauge and electric
start. It features a cc, air-cooled four-stroke engine, shaft drive, and an easy-to-use five-speed
plus reverse transmission with automatic clutch, so novice riders can concentrate on
developing their riding skills and the joys of? To ensure the best possible ride, the Bayou ATV
has independent front suspension and a semi-independent rear suspension. Make Yamaha.
Model Warrior Day Heights, OH. Alamo Heights, TX. Williamsburg, VA. Carthagena, OH.
Lebanon, OH. Eau Gallie, FL. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Bayou Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou Year Make Yamaha
Model Warrior Make Kawasaki 6 Yamaha 1. Category Beta Atvs 5 Utility Vehicles 2. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Orders placed
during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more
about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have
experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible
so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details.
Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides Manage
Rides. Add a new ride. ATV Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model.
ATV Parts back. ATV Accessories back. Tire Finder. Tire Width. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes
Explained. Tire Height Tire Height. Tire Width Tire Width. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. ATV Tires
back. Exhaust finder. ATV Exhaust back. Helmets back. Apparel back. Get more Dennis Kirk.
Shop by Discount back. Dirt Bike Motorcycle Cruiser Motorcycle Goldwing 5. Harley-Davidson
7. Scooter 4. Sport Bike Snowmobile UTV Categories Enter Categories terms Body 3. Petcock 1.
Petcock Parts 2. Brakes 8. Brake Shoes 8. Drivetrain 5. Universal Bearings 4. Clutches 1. Clutch
Plate 1. Batteries Charging System 2. Charging 1. Voltage Regulators 1. Ignition System 1.
Ignition 1. Bulb 2. Spark Plug 1. Spark Plug Cap 1. Starting System 4. Starters 4. Air Filters 5.
Carburetors 5. Carburetor - Parts 5. Engine Components Camshaft Components 1. Engine Parts
1. Engine Valves 2. Top End Kits 6. Fuel Systems 6. Intake Gasket 1. Engine Gaskets 1. Exhaust
Gasket 1. Gasket Kits 3. Seal Kits 1. Oil Filter 8. Exhaust 2. Exhaust Gaskets 1. Shift Lever 1.
Luggage 5. Trunks 3. Seats 1. Tools 1. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension 7. Steering Parts 1. Tie Rod
End 3. Tires Tire Chains 1. Wheel Spacers Enter Brands AMS 1. BikeMaster 2. Bronco 2. Carlisle
1. Clymer 1. CST 2. DP Brakes 1. Dura Blue 1. Duro 3. EBC 6. Eiko 2. Emgo 2. EPI Performance 2.
Factory Spec 4. Fire Power 1. Fram 1. Fuel Star 1. Haynes 1. HiFloFiltro 1. High Lifter 5. Hot
Cams 1. Kenda 3. Kimpex 1. Kolpin 5. Maxxis 1. MBRP 1. Moose NGK 2. Parts Unlimited 9. Pivot
Works 1. ProFilter 1. Psykho 1. Quadboss 1. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 2. Shindy 1. Shorai 2.
UNI 2. Vesrah 4. Wiseco 4. WSM 8. Yuasa 2. In Stock Only Price Range. Exact Fit Possible Fit 3,
We're sorry, there are no results for your ride within this filtered selection. Results per Page 40
60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part : Mfg Part : RS. Part : Mfg Part : VE Part : Mfg Part : HF Part :
Mfg Part : M Part : Mfg Part : KN Part : Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : TM Part : Mfg Part : A1. Part :
Mfg Part : FS Part : Mfg Part : CH Part : Mfg Part : KA. Part : Mfg Part : WE Dennis Kirk carries
more Kawasaki KLF Bayou products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at

the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship
today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest
assured that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Kawasaki KLF Bayou
products. We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type.
Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here.
Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride
optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your
issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal
Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to
unsubscribe. Make Kawasaki. Model Brute Force 4x4i. In addition to popular Aztec Red and
Woodsman Green, and two camouflage patterns, the Brute Force 4x4i is now available in
all-new Galaxy Silver, further highlighting the aggressive angular lines of this Kawasaki
flagship. Simply put, the Brute Force 4x4i is the most powerful, high-performance model in its
class, offering a superior balance of rider comfort and convenience features. Built with
adventure enthusiasts and sportsmen in mind, it? The Brute Force 4x4i is powered by
Kawasaki? Displacing cc, it features Electrofusion-plated aluminum cylinders, a reverse-facing
air intake, 34mm downdraft carburetors, straight intake tracts, and four valves per cylinder. It
also features a high-efficiency radiator mounted high in the chassis where it is best protected
from mud and debris. To assist with braking, the engine features the Kawasaki Engine Brake
Control, which helps to slow the ATV when traversing steep downhills. The Brute Force 4x4i
transfers power from its V-twin engine to the wheels through a continuously variable
transmission CVT featuring high and low range, plus reverse, and by pressing a button on the
handlebar, the rider can also select two- or four-wheel-drive operation. In four-wheel-drive
mode, the Brute Force utilizes a limited-slip front differential, which eases steering effort under
most riding conditions. The rider can also engage the Variable Front Differential Control to
deliver torque equally to the right and left front wheels for maximum traction. Similar to U-joints,
Cardan joints help absorb torque fluctuations to the drive shaft, and its lightweight design helps
to reduce vibration. The rear final gear case and sealed rear braking system have been
redesigned in conjunction with the new IRS. Smaller and more compact, the gear case is
extremely rugged and efficient. Dual front discs and Kawasaki? The rear braking system? The
Brute Force 4x4i utilizes a simple, yet sturdy double-cradle frame. Model Prairie 4X4. Auto 4x4 Like its big brother, the Prairie 4x4 has full time four-wheel drive and is equipped with the
easy-to-use continuously variable transmission CVT that eliminates shifting. With sturdy
construction, excellent ergonomics and many other convenient features, the Prairie 4x4 ATV is
designed to out-perform all other models in its class. And it comes in Firecracker red or Hunter
green color schemes. The Kawasaki Prairie 4x4 ATV is easy to ride and features superior
off-road performance and lightweight handling characteristics, high-quality construction,
refined styling and class-leading power and utility. Model Bayou 4X4. When you've got
adventure in mind, count on the Bayou 4x4 to get you there. This versatile, multi-purpose
vehicle is comfortable handling the toughest job. With essential features like full-time
four-wheel drive, a wide ratio transmission with dual-range transfer case, plus extra-low gears
for crawling up steep trails or plowing through deep bogs, you can be confident in completing
the task. And the Bayou 4x4 has a limited-slip front differential that improves traction while still
allowing tight turns with ease. So what if your path is strewn with boulders - a steel front skid
plate and low maintenance shaft drive means you can go forth without worrying. We have
financing available on everything we sell, so make sure to fill out an online credit application
and you will be contacted immeditaely! Fully serviced! Great Quad for work or play! Model
Bayou 4x4. The middleweight choice in Kawasaki? It combines a plush ride courtesy of its
competent front and rear independent suspension with a superb four-wheel drive system and a
durable and powerful cubic-centimeter V-twin engine to deliver a knock-out blow to its
challengers. Model Bayou 4X2. Come take a look today! Model Bayou 2x4. Ready for summer
work! Model Prairie The Prairie offers dependable utility and great towing capacity in a mid-size
ATV that is both fun and affordable to operate. With disc brakes, shaft drive and a CVT
transmission, the Prairie is value-priced yet packed with features. Power for the Prairie ATV
comes from an air-cooled, single-cylinder, four-stroke engine displacing cc. Power is then
transferred through Kawasaki? With high and low forward gears plus reverse, the CVT enables
the engine to operate in its optimal rpm range, giving the rider maximum torque regardless of
speed or riding conditions. The Prairie ATV utilizes dependable shaft final drive, while stopping
power is provided by dual front disc brakes and Kawasaki? For additional stopping power, the
Prairie features the Kawasaki Engine Brake Control, which uses engine compression to help
slow the ATV in technical maneuvers such as crawling at low speeds over rocks or descending
steep downgrades. The Prairie rides on supple MacPherson strut front suspension with 6. It

also features a large, comfortable saddle and full-sized floor boards with adjustable footpegs for
maximum comfort. Plus, steel front and rear cargo racks can carry a combined weight of
pounds. Other conveniences include powerful dual halogen headlights, and a hitch bracket is
standard, so the rider can tow 1, pounds? Model KFX Model Bayou Electric start. Large racks to
haul all your gear. Auto clutch and 5 speed transmission with reverse. Perfect for hunting,
plowing snow, work on the farm or riding the trails. Dealer inspected and certified. This ATV
starts and runs strong. Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Williamsburg, VA. Burnet, TX.
Davis, CA. Memphis, TN. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles
for Sale Kawasaki Bayou 4x4. Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou 4x4. Year Make Kawasaki
Model Bayou 2x4. Year Make Kawasaki Model Prairie Year Make Kawasaki Model Bayou
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Scroll down the page to see actual
photos from the manual. Find what you need with the easy to use click-able table of contents
and search features. Print th
jl audio subwoofer wiring diagram
2008 mazda 6 radio
96 cadillac
e topics out if needed, or work right from your computer or mobile web browsing device. I did a
top-end rebuild on my Kawasaki bayou and your illustrations have made the job simple, easy
and smooth. Thanks for the great manual! Bought a worn out old Bayou from a guy on the other
side of town. It needed more work then I first thought. I was able to rebuild the transmission and
fix too many other numerous things with your manual. Thanks for that. You must be logged in
to post a comment. Comments I did a top-end rebuild on my Kawasaki bayou and your
illustrations have made the job simple, easy and smooth. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must
be logged in to post a comment. About Us About Cyclepedia F. Become a Reseller Want to sell
Cyclepedia Manuals? Join the Cyclepedia Reseller network by becoming an online affiliate.
There's no inventory to take on, nothing to ship and no customer service to deal with. We take
care of everything. Learn More. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

